DHIS2 Symposium 2024
social media kit

Interested in joining the conversation online? This social media kit will help you get started!

Primary hashtag

#DHIS2Symposium

Secondary hashtag

#DHIS2Symposium2024
#DHIS2
#HIS
#BAODataViz

Social media

Linkedin: @BAOSystems
Facebook: @BAOSystems
Twitter: @BAOSystems

Website/registration

dhis2symposium.org
dhis2symposium.org/tickets
How to use this kit:
- Include visuals to strengthen your message and get attention
- Tag speakers, sponsors, and organizations to give credit & boost engagement
- Add a simple call to action (i.e. register now, learn more, retweet, comment, etc.)
- Link back to this toolkit

Graphics
Download our selection of DHIS2 Symposium images, including templates for speakers here: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1L7QZqljsMaCgeqyE925I_60CyarDLYja. We'll continue to update the image library, so check back often for new content.

Captions
Generic captions

We are thrilled to be participating in the #DHIS2Symposium2024 from February 22-23 in Arlington, VA! We hope to see you there!
dhis2symposium.org @BAOSystems

#DHIS2Symposium2024 will be taking place in Arlington, VA in February and we couldn't be more excited to be joining @BAOSystems for powerful dialogue on digital health and development! Register now to participate!
dhis2symposium.org/tickets

#DHIS2Symposium2024 will connect iNGOs, international agencies, governments and the private sector from across the globe and a variety of different sectors with a shared vision of using data to drive decision making and impact. Register here: his2symposium.org/tickets @BAOSystems

The #DHIS2Symposium provides an opportunity to interact with peers and thought leaders in health systems strengthening, monitoring and evaluation, and analytics. Join the digital health and development community and learn what's new in #DHIS2. Want to know more?
dhis2symposium.org @BAOSystems
Attention all global health and development allies: join @BAOSystems and representatives from the DHIS2 and digital development community at the #DHIS2Symposium from Feb 22-23, 2024. Explore how your organization can utilize DHIS2 to drive decision making and impact, learn the latest developments when it comes to DHIS2, and get inspired by the use cases across agriculture, health, education, governance, and environmental sectors. Secure your spot dhis2symposium.org/tickets @BAOSystems

Join us at the #DHIS2Symposium2024 on Feb 22-23, 2024 and help drive change in global health and development. Network, learn, and get inspired by the DHIS2 community. This is a call to action. Register now.

dhis2symposium.org/tickets @BAOSystems

Is your organization thinking about using or using #DHIS2? The #DHIS2Symposium will highlight how DHIS2 is being used in creative ways to solve common challenges in collecting, managing, visualizing, and most importantly, using data. Join us on Feb 22-23, 2024 and discover how you can leverage DHIS2 for greater impact. Register here: dhis2symposium.org/tickets @BAOSystems

Countdown captions

Only 25 days to go until we kick-off the #DHIS2Symposium! Have you booked your slot yet? Click the link to register dhis2symposium.org/tickets @BAOSystems

In just 1 week some of the worlds experts in digital health, development and innovation will gather in Arlington, VA, for #DHIS2Symposium2024. It’s not too late to register to join! dhis2symposium.org/tickets @BAOSystems

Time is running out! Register for the #DHIS2Symposium now and learn how you can leverage DHIS2 in your projects or programs for greater impact. Hope to see you there! dhis2symposium.org/tickets @BAOSystems
Sponsor captions

As a proud sponsor of the #DHIS2Symposium2024, we are excited to make #Digitaldevelopment work for everyone. Learn more and register here: dhis2symposium.org/tickets @BAOSystems

development

Newsletter

Join the global digital health and development community at the DHIS2 Symposium from February 22-23, 2024 at Convene in Arlington, VA. The DHIS2 Symposium brings together representatives from global development agencies, governments, and NGOs with a shared vision of using data to drive decision making and impact. It is an opportunity to interact with peers and thought leaders in health systems strengthening, monitoring & evaluation, and analytics. The DHIS2 Symposium highlights how DHIS2 is being used in creative ways to solve common challenges in collecting, managing, visualizing, and most importantly, using data. The symposium will feature panel discussions, lightning talks, plenary and breakout sessions, exhibitor tables, and networking opportunities. Learn more and get your ticket as dhis2symposium.org.

Contact us

events@baosystems.com dhis2symposium.org